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Our Vision
Creating great communities and
champions through gymnastics

Our Mission
Wales to be recognised as a leading
gymnastics nation producing world class
champions and creating vibrant, inclusive
communities where every gymnast has a
high quality experience

Our Purpose
Welsh Gymnastics’ purpose is to lead,
develop, support and be the guardian of
the sport in Wales

Welsh Gymnastics cannot deliver its strategy
and ambitions without the support of partners,
funders, local and national government, leisure
providers, volunteers, businesses and communities.
All have a role to play in ensuring the future
sustainability, growth and success of the sport.
Facilities, great events and competitions, a strong
and agile workforce and well governed clubs are
essential. WG will also ensure that all its work
will be delivered with effective governance and
finance and with its values at the core.
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Chair’s Foreword
I am honoured to provide my final annual report as Chair

Performance

for Welsh Gymnastics. I feel privileged to work in such a

Successes at all levels shone through this year from Elite

dynamic and inspiring sporting community; the commitment

through to grassroots, with an unprecedented number

of everyone involved never fails to amaze me. Supporting

of GB representation at high-level international events.

clubs to acquire facilities continues to be a priority to enable

Emily Thomas attended her first World Cup event in Doha

Welsh Gymnastics to increase the opportunities available

and has been selected to go to Tokyo as part of the GB

for participation.

Olympic training squad. Elizabeth Popova was selected in
her first year as a junior for the Inaugural Junior Rhythmic

Financial Review

World Championships, whilst Megan Surman became World

The financial year was a successful one, enabling Welsh

Tumbling Champion in the 17-21 age group. In men’s

Gymnastics to increase its reserves to meet the challenges

artistic, Jacob Edwards took the all-around title in the under

ahead. The total income for the year decreased from

16 age group, with Alex Niscoveanu taking bronze in the

£2.07m to £1.99m due to continued funding cuts from

under 14 category. The acrobatic trio, Emily Stock, Katie

Sport Wales. Total expenditure fell from £2.02m to £1.82m,

Jenkins and Hannah Jenkins also became the first Welsh

mainly due to staffing vacancies and lower performance

acrobatic gymnasts to be selected to represent GB in the

costs post the 2018 Commonwealth Games.

European Championships this October.

The reduction in expenditure enabled a surplus of £169k

At the Trampoline British Championship, Wales saw four

which will be added to reserves to offset current financial

junior girls qualify. Success was also replicated for our

risks and provide funding for future reinvestment into

disability gymnasts, with Welsh gymnasts retaining the

strategic projects.

Regional Team Final Disability Trampoline Cup.

Community development

Exciting progress

Together with Sport Wales and the Welsh Government

During this membership year, we also launched the new

Place for Sport Grant, an investment of over £200,000 has

area forum structure in the South East and South-Central

enabled our community to grow with further educational

areas. These forums have enabled Welsh Gymnastics

opportunities, new programmes and improved facilities.

to share projects, developments and changes across all
disciplines. In addition to these forums, we have also

Welsh Gymnastics were successful in receiving some of

conducted formal consultations to better understand

the Welsh Government Healthy and Active fund to create

the barriers facing those who wish to join our incredible

and deliver an Early Year’s Programme. This project will

sport. Thank you to everyone who has engaged in the

be enhanced by greater insight from our physical literacy

consultation process; we will be using this information

steering group, established with consultants from Cardiff

to develop action plans to ensure that our sport provides

Metropolitan University.

relevant opportunities for all.

We have received significant feedback from the community

Welsh Gymnastics continues to deliver evidenced outcomes

about the role of communication at Welsh Gymnastics,

on all our current 2022 strategic projects. We can only

and I am delighted to say that we have appointed a

achieve success with the support of our partners, clubs,

Communications and Marketing Manager who will now be

coaches, volunteers and gymnasts.

working to address the feedback received.
Finally, thank you for your support over the past 12 months
Welsh Gymnastics has successfully maintained top

and furthermore during my tenure as Chair since 2002.

safeguarding standard whilst we continue to work

I will look upon my time leading an outstanding board,

towards achieving both the NGB Insport Gold and

supporting a great staff team and representing members

Advanced Equality Standard.

of a wonderful sport very fondly with immense pride of
what we have collectively achieved. The team look forward

I am so proud of our disability strategy, which outlines

to working with you on the future initiatives to ensure

how gymnastics will increase the number of opportunities

more children, in more communities in Wales, are healthy

available to people with disabilities. Whether that be a

and active.

coach, a gymnast or a judge, there are several ways in which
people can get involved.

Helen M Phillips MBE
Chair (Retired Sept 2019)

Performance (& Champions) Report
2018 to 2019 is the start of the new Commonwealth

In rhythmic gymnastics, Elizabeth Popova took all-around silver

cycle leading to Birmingham 2022. As a result of the 2018

and two individual apparatus golds in her first year at junior level.

independent review and subsequent action plan, the focus of

Four junior girls qualified to compete in the Trampoline British

this period has been to formulate the plan, athlete identification

Championship in September 2018 for the first time.

and coaching teams for each of the Commonwealth disciplines,
alongside the day to day running of programmes, competitions,

Across the four Olympic disciplines, Wales took a total of

and international representation.

26 medals - 10 gold, 10 silver and 6 bronze at British
Championship level.

Each of the Commonwealth disciplines has a four-year cycle
plan which not only determines the intended outcomes, key

Outside of the competitive programme, the performance team

periods and competitions for the identified gymnasts, but

continue to plan, prepare and lay the foundations for building

also the crucial coaches and officials that make up the whole

a world-class system across the age groups in Wales. This will

team leading to a major event. In addition to this, each of the

ensure more gymnasts are achieving GB pathway places and

disciplines’ technical panels have been developing the individual

international representation. During this period, Wales currently

discipline strategies across the whole pathway and delivering

has a total of 23 gymnasts in GB squads across the whole age

much improved domestic events for our Welsh Gymnastics clubs

range from senior downwards.

and members.
Behind the scenes, we are continuing the on-going foundation
International programme

system work. As a result of the successful introduction of

Between June 2018 and July 2019, Wales participated in six

a parent induction programme for all squad gymnasts, a full

international events across the Olympic disciplines – men’s

curriculum to support parents, coaches and gymnasts has been

artistic, rhythmic, trampoline and women’s artistic. As this is the

introduced to develop the skills and knowledge necessary in the

start of the cycle, many events have been used as development

creation of a world-class senior gymnast. The roll-out of this

for up and coming gymnasts on the international scene. Podium

curriculum now starts at the beginning of the pathway.

places were achieved at five of the six events (83%).
The Welsh Gymnastics funded disciplines for elite performers
In addition, rhythmic and women’s artistic gymnasts continue

have also improved significantly during the period. Tumbling

to represent GB at high-level international events - the most

has had several GB international representations at a world

momentous being Emily Thomas attending her first World Cup

level, resulting in a World Tumbling Champion in the 17-21 age

event and selection to the Tokyo 2020 training camp. Elizabeth

group and a silver medal in the 13-14 age category. In addition,

Popova was also selected in her first year as a junior for the

clubs within Wales have secured gymnast qualifications into

Inaugural Junior Rhythmic World Championships.

the British Championships, aiming for podium places. There has
also been an increased number of GB representations within

British level events

the acrobatic discipline. The Senior Women’s Acrobatic group

This period has undoubtedly seen our junior gymnasts shine.

competed at a World Cup event in April and recently won the

At British Championship level, 8 of the top 10 in the women’s

British Senior Women’s Group category, becoming the first

artistic Espoir age group were from Wales, with Jea Maracha

Welsh acrobatic gymnasts to be selected to represent GB in the

taking all-around gold, Mia Evans silver and Poppy Stickler

European Championships this October. 2018-19 has been a year

bronze, along with Welsh gymnasts taking every individual

of growth for aerobic gymnastics in Wales, resulting in more

apparatus gold. In men’s artistic, Jacob Edwards took the all-

gymnasts entering the pathway at British Championship level

around title in the under 16 age group, with Alex Niscoveanu

and achieving several podium places.

taking bronze in the under 14 category.

Jo Coombs
Head of Performance & Champions

Communities Report
2018 has been a fantastic year for the development of

2018 saw the implementation of leisure provision in Wales.

gymnastics in Wales. Participation has reached its highest level,

Welsh Gymnastics organised five activity courses and a total of

with membership now over 25,000.

54 instructors attended. During its first full year, the scheme has
created space for an additional 800 gymnasts. The associate

Club and Community Development

centres are now able to offer an A-Z Gymnastics and British

In partnership with Sport Wales, an investment of over

Gymnastics Proficiency Schemes.

£225,000 has enabled clubs to grow their provision through
coach education, new programmes and community facilities.

Workforce

A sum of £78,000 was awarded through the Sport Wales

The workforce strategy has been developed as a result of

and Welsh Government Place for Sport Grant to target capital

consultations with the Welsh Gymnastics stakeholders and

investment for facility developments across Wales; nine clubs in

community. New initiatives and development to existing

total benefitted from this grant.

programmes will support the variety of integral roles within
the community.

Cardiff Olympic, Elements Gymnastics Academy, Grays
Gymnastics, Islwyn Gymnastics, Phoenix Dance & Gymnastics,

This year saw 150 people qualify as judges, with the release

Newport Acro and Head over Heels have all moved to new

of the new Floor and Vault judging course for the Gym for All

premises. New clubs include High Energy, Pontprennau

competitions, enabling people aged 14 and over to broaden their

Gymnastics and St Mellons who have provided opportunities to

judging skills. Dedicated governance workshops and webinars

over 290 new participants.

were introduced in partnership with Sport and Recreation
Alliance, a Mental Health Awareness workshop promoted, and a

Welsh Gymnastics continues to work with several stakeholders

Positive Coaching Module embedded within membership.

such as Business Wales, Wales Cooperative Centre, and the
Welsh Sports Association to provide governance and club

In the West, Welsh Gymnastics recognised the need to sustain

support to the gymnastics community. Welsh Gymnastics

the workforce of coaches and clubs so funded a plan that

recently partnered with Sport and Recreation Alliance and

allowed 11 coaches from seven different clubs to access a

Swim Wales to introduce governance in sport workshops. The

General Level 1 course. New tutors and assessors have been

workshops provided an insight into what governance should look

trained in pre-school, activity instructor and UKCC 1 and 2 in a

like for clubs and how the framework for Wales can be applied

variety of disciplines to grow the education programme offer.

on a practical level. Clubs had access to face-to-face training
and webinars.

Welsh Gymnastics has also launched a new set of introductory
courses for its members, allowing young leaders from the age

Several clubs have continued and started their Insport journey

of 11 to get involved in other areas of gymnastics. The courses

which supports the promotion of inclusive provision within club

have been split into three - Intro to Coaching, Intro to Judging

settings. Congratulations to Neath Afan, Valleys Gymnastics

and Intro to Event Volunteering. This will now strengthen the

Academy and Pembrokeshire Special Needs on achieving the

leadership pathway.

Insport Gold Standard Award. Gymnastics, as a sport, has been
successful in winning this award for four consecutive years,

Finally, GymVol has reached its first-year milestone with over

which certainly demonstrates the commitment of clubs offering

200 volunteers and 200 judges engaged in the scheme. We’d

inclusive provision within their communities.

like to thank all our volunteers for their continued support and
look forward to driving these initiatives into 2020 and beyond.

The Gym for All competition pathway continues to embrace
inclusivity throughout, and participation reached over 4,000.
This year also welcomed the introduction of a new women’s
artistic competition, which saw over 200 gymnasts from 13
different clubs participate. GymFest Cymru was one of our
biggest competitions to date, with over 440 gymnasts from 18
clubs in England and Wales performing. Furthermore, this year’s
Rotary Disability School Championships saw 1,092 children
performing routines on bench, floor, vault and rhythmic.

Siwan Davies
Head of Communities
(with special thanks to the communities’ team)

Physical Literacy
Welsh Gymnastics is committed to share and embed the ethos of
physical literacy across its gymnastics community. A dedicated
steering group was created with a combination of Welsh
Gymnastics staff and community members who were nominated
for their knowledge and current contribution to physical literacy.
The purpose of the group is to collaborate, share and work
together towards increasing the number of people engaging
with physical activity; collectively underpinned by the ambition
to drive the understanding of physical literacy in Wales.
The steering group is supported by consultants from Cardiff
Metropolitan University who provide the academic foundation
to help with the implementation of group outcomes into the
community. Over the last 12 months, the group has contributed
their knowledge and understanding into two key areas:
Welsh Gymnastics physical literacy statement
This is Welsh Gymnastics’ commitment to physical literacy.
The statement provides a platform to share its objectives and
the over-arching goals for the organisation in upskilling and
embedding physical literacy into its gymnastics programme.
Physical literacy parental social media campaign
Parents and guardians are at the forefront of any child’s
engagement with physical activity; to increase the number
of children accessing physical activity, we need to ensure
the parents are informed and educated around the benefits
gymnastics can provide. The campaign ran for 12 weeks and
was devised to share how our sport can build the foundations to
prepare children for school.
We presented our findings at the International Physical Literacy
Conference in June 2019. The work was positively received by
the professionals and volunteers from around the world and
firmly positioned Wales as a leading ambassador for the Physical
Literacy Programme.
Welsh Gymnastics, in partnership with Early Years Wales, was
also awarded a Healthy and Active Fund to deliver an Early
Years Programme. The project will look to target parents and
carers across various communities and outdoor spaces in Wales,
delivering a bilingual activity programme. Through collaboration
across sectors and the support of gymnastics practitioners, the
project aims to change how families perceive physical activity
and strive to build a healthier Wales.

Georgia Pike
Physical Literacy Lead

AREA HIGHLIGHTS

SOUTH EAST
Number of clubs - 31
Current membership - 6,404
Clubs and satellite sessions within the South East have
successfully attained just shy of £60,000 of total funding this
membership year, which has improved the quality of provision
through coach education and equipment purchases.
Wye Gymnastics successfully obtained a development grant
to purchase a fast track and a landing area at its current unit in
Caldicot.
Cardiff Olympic started running classes out of its new facility in
September 2018.
Planet Gymnastics and Rhythmic at the Academy merged
to provide recreational sessions and expand their rhythmic
gymnastics programme in Barry.
The 2018-19 membership year also saw three new affiliated
clubs - High Energy, Pontprennau and St Mellons Gymnastics Club.
Georgia Pike

NORTH
Number of clubs – 24
Current membership – 4,997
The North area has successfully attained over £56,915
of funding this membership year.
The first Team Gym Welsh Championships were held at
Ruthin and Denbigh, following the judging and coaching
courses being held in the North.
Bangor received the Sport Wales Disability Club of the
Year award, whilst coach Mair Eluned won the Insport
Transforming Lives award.
Moelwyn Gymnastics Club also held its first Acrobatic
International competition.
Jacob Edwards of Olympus Gymnastics won the under
16s British all-around, floor and pommel at the British
Championships.
The focus for the North in the next membership year
is to continue to develop and strengthen workforce
education. We will continue to support the success of
the squad structure within the North and introduce a
men’s artistic pathway.
Ceri Sass

SOUTH CENTRAL
Number of clubs - 22
Current membership - 8,330
Clubs and satellite sessions within the South-Central area have
successfully attained over £16,000 of community chest funding
this membership year. This has helped facilitate the quality of
provision through coach education, equipment purchases, and
increased participating.
Cwm Gymnastics has merged with Valleys Gymnastics Academy
to strengthen its workforce and increase the sustainability of
provision for existing and new members.
All Stars have opened a satellite centre in Pencoed which provides
new opportunities for tumbling and team gym.

WEST
Number of clubs – 19
Current membership – 5,664
Clubs and satellite sessions within the South West
area have successfully attained over £63,883 of
total funding this membership year to sustain the
current workforce strategy in place and facilitate club
development to increase participating and the quality of
provision.

Both Valleys Gymnastics Academy and Barry YMCA successfully
achieved gold and silver accreditation in the Disability Sports
Wales Insport Club Standard.

11 individuals accessed a General Level 1 course; this
was split over three local authorities and seven clubs
benefitted from this opportunity. The ambition is to
strengthen clubs’ sustainability and to look for new
provision in rural areas to increase participation.

The women’s technical panel and national coaches have
established a South-Central talent squad which will commence
training at SWNC in September 2019.

Neath Afan was successfully awarded the DSW Insport
Gold Standard award, and Pembrokeshire Special Needs
silver for its work around inclusion.

Kathryn Cope

Joanne Gould

Number
of Members

13,000
2014

25,000+
2018

Gymnasts in BG squads

Thirty-Six

4,700
4 and under

Six

Gold insport clubs

10

Selected to compete
for GB internationally

Medals at British Champs

Thirty-One

Disability
The 2018 membership year saw the launch of the Welsh Gymnastics

Nevertheless, the feedback from the community was that these

Disability Gymnastics Strategy. The strategy will focus on four key areas

opportunities were inconsistent depending on each discipline, club or

over the next three years to ensure strong foundations for inclusive

area of Wales. To shape the strategy, a consultation process took place

opportunities for people with a disability to enjoy gymnastics.

within the community and with external partners to address these
concerns. We would like to thank everyone that participated in the

Opportunities for people with a disability to participate or access coach

consultation process for their support and insight.

education in Wales has always been a focus for Welsh Gymnastics over
the years. Our Disability Schools Competitions, in partnership with the

Over the next three years, Welsh Gymnastics will endeavour to achieve

Rotary, have now grown to over 1,000 participants.

the following:

1.

3.

Everyone is a champion for inclusion

Raise the profile of disability gymnastics

No sole person will be responsible for disability gymnastics in Wales.

Communication and imagery used by Welsh Gymnastics will strive to be

Welsh Gymnastics and its Community have a responsibility to inspire

more varied and challenge the myths around what the sport can offer

inclusion in their work.

individuals. Creating role models and showcasing the good practice
already taking place in the community will be at the heart of the

2.

A confident, innovative and inclusive workforce

disability strategy.

Courses, workshops, and peer support will be offered to provide
training and support in identified areas for upskilling the workforce, in

4.

To offer more opportunities across the gymnastics pathway

addition to increasing the awareness of the reasonable adjustments

Fit for purpose competitions will be developed and pathways created

to coach education.

within the different disciplines to meet the needs of our competitors.

Competition Highlights
Gymnastics World Cup 2018
Maisie Methuen - Gold

Espoir British Championships 2018
Poppy Stickler - Bronze
Mia Evans - Silver
Jea Maracha - Gold

Senior British Championship 2018

Women’s Artistic Gymnastics

Emily Thomas - 6th AA

It has been another very successful year for women’s artistic gymnastics in Wales.
GB Age Group Championships
Voluntary level 4 2018 - Gold
Compulsory level 3 2019 - Gold
Clwb Cymru - Gold

The Welsh academy has gone from strength to strength under the guidance of
Tracey Skirton, Olivia Bryl, and Raer Theaker, culminating in an impressive number of
gymnasts achieving national squad selection.
At novice and intermediate level, participation is thriving, and we have seen a record
number of gymnasts attending area and Welsh events this year.
Ellie Hill has been leading the North Wales squads and weekly sessions, with eight
gymnasts from the North selected for the Welsh Development Squad.
The domestic competition programme has run extremely well, with increased numbers
of gymnasts, volunteers, and qualified judges. The Women’s Technical Panel has
worked hard to increase the professionalism of events and are delighted with the
support of the clubs in achieving this.
The highlight of the year has undoubtedly been for the success at the British NDP
Rosebowl Finals; for the first time in history, Welsh Gymnastics claimed the Rosebowl
Award for the highest team score at the Compulsory and NDP Finals. This result is a
testament to years of hard work in clubs and in the National Programme, again led by
Tracey Skirton.
The standard of artistic gymnasts is improving year on year. The development of the
South East and South-Central Talent Identification Squads have been led by national
staff, with 41 gymnasts selected to compete in the Inaugural Squad in September.
The technical panel provides an array of competitions for all levels including novice,
grades, challenge cup, levels, floor, and vault, as well as the Welsh Championships.
2019-20 will see the introduction of two new disability events and the delivery
of a judges evening to celebrate and inspire our most dedicated judges, which will
ultimately lead to additional courses.
In summer 2019, Maisie Methuen announced her retirement from gymnastics. The
Women’s Technical Panel would like to congratulate Maisie on her outstanding success
in gymnastics and thank her for acting as a dedicated and professional ambassador for
the sport.
Melissa Anderson

Competition Highlights
Club Development and
Elite Grades Finals 2018
Elite Level 2 - Team 2nd
Liam Beard - Level 6 - 3rd All Around
Club Level 4 - Team 1st

Men’s Artistic Gymnastics
Men’s Artistic Gymnastics (MAG) in Wales has seen success across all age groups over
the past 12 months. Performances at domestic, national and international events
showcased Wales’ continuous improvement in standards as we build towards the
2022 Commonwealth Games.
Driven by a revised MAG Performance Strategy, a second national coach was
appointed to support the training of identified gymnasts in the build-up to the 2022
Commonwealth Games, as well as supporting the development of identified clubs
and coaches.
The Men’s Technical Panel work closely with Welsh Gymnastics to ensure that the
domestic competition programme best serves the discipline in developing progression
for Welsh boys. This is an exciting time for MAG in Wales, with more gymnasts,
coaches, and clubs than ever engaged and active within the discipline.
Elite development, as well as the national senior and junior squads, will continue to
identify and nurture talent of different levels, ages, and abilities. Delivered by two
full-time national coaches and supported by identified personal coaches, there has
been a significant rise in the number of gymnasts showing great potential for future
international competitive success.
A competition programme is in place which focuses on both set work and voluntary
skill development, acting as a platform for British Finals, British Championships,
and selections for future squads, training camps, and international teams. A new
competition, Welsh Apparatus Challenge Championships, has also been introduced to
cater for gymnasts at a novice level.
An open-door policy remains at all national squad training sessions for informal
mentoring and shadowing. The appointment of a second national coach means
that identified clubs and coaches can benefit from regular national coach visits for
mentoring purposes. A coaching workshop around skill development and the new
competition criteria has been delivered by the technical panel and it will look to
establish more in the future.
Aled Jones

Competition Highlights
Aerobic and Rhythmic Gymnastics
British Championships 2018
Laura Halford - British Champion
Gemma Frizelle - Bronze AA, 1 gold, 1 bronze

British Championships 2019
Gemma Frizelle - Senior 3rd, 2 gold
Elizabeth Popova - Junior 2nd, 2 gold
Eirlys Jones - U12 2nd, 2 gold, 2 bronze

Rhythmic Gymnastics
The Rhythmic Technical Panel aims to facilitate the development of the sport and provide
high-quality experiences for gymnasts, coaches, officials, and volunteers. For 2018-19,
the panel focused on domestic events provided by Welsh Gymnastics and clubs, the restructure of the squad programmes, coach development and consultation opportunities
within the community.
The main areas of work have been in the delivery of squad programmes and domestic
events. Three events were held by the technical panel and two grassroots competitions
hosted by Llanelli Rhythmic Gymnastics Academy and Rhythmic at the Academy. There
has been an increase in the number of entries at squad events, with club hosted events
providing valuable opportunities for younger gymnasts to experience a competition
environment. The number of clubs entering group competitions both in Wales and across
Britain has also improved, highlighting the increase in numbers taking part in rhythmic
gymnastics in Wales.
The squad programme was restructured to provide consistent high-quality preparation
at the beginning of the performance pathway. A consultation document was sent out to
all clubs allowing them to feedback their thoughts on the programme. This feedback will
guide the future strategy of the discipline both within Wales and the UK.
As part of our coach development, we sent two of our coaches, Laura Halford and Lorelei
Westcott, to a training camp in Russia with eight of our Commonwealth squad gymnasts.
There are still plans to increase the number of judges and coaches qualified in the next
year to help improve the current programme.
The 2018 Aerobic and Rhythmic Gymnastics British Championships was an incredibly
successful event for Welsh gymnasts. Laura Halford was awarded British Champion
for the fifth time and Gemma Frizelle took the bronze medal overall and a gold for a
mesmerising ball routine.
In September 2018, Laura Halford announced her retirement from competing to venture
into coaching. The technical panel would like to congratulate Laura on her outstanding
achievements for Wales and wish her great success as a coach.
Elizabeth Popova has also been extremely successful this year. Not only did she win two
gold medals with a third overall in the British Championships, she was also selected for the
rhythmic team to represent Great Britain at the Junior World Championships in Moscow.
Linda Thomas

Competition Highlights
Trampoline and Tumbling
Regional Team Final
1st place for Disability Trampoline

Ontario Cup

Trampoline Gymnastics
The individual members of the Trampoline Technical Panel continue to strive to
develop the potential of trampolining in Wales. Our vision, ‘trampoline sports for all,
excellence as standard,’ remains the clear steer for development across all aspects of
this high-flying discipline.
The focus of the trampoline and double mini-trampoline technical panel remains with
the priorities identified as part of the trampoline sports strategy.
The technical panel has successfully delivered the following elements during this
busy year:
•

Built on provision to ensure that we continue to learn and develop

•

Drove consistency in the delivery of our courses

•

Increased the number of courses delivered in Wales

•

Established options for our Welsh squad structure

•

Hosted the first Welsh Open Championships

This year saw our largest number of trampoline and double-mini trampoline courses
delivered across coaching and judging, not to mention the increase of gymnasts
participating in competitions across all trampoline disciplines.
As we continue to develop at pace, we will resume to examine how we can improve
existing provision following feedback from our membership and the pathways we
provide across the whole discipline.
Craiger Solomons

Lucy Barker - 1st 13-16 girls Level 5
Freya Davies - 2nd 13-16 girls Level 5
Alice McCabe - 2nd U/17 girls Level 6
Leah O’Connor - 3rd U/17girls Level 6
Lance Stephens - 1st over 18s men Level 6

Acrobatic Gymnastics
Competition Highlights
Acrobatic Pat Wade Classic

Acrobatic gymnastics in Wales has continued to grow from strength to strength, following
a comprehensive competition calendar to coincide with national events preparation and
selection. The technical panel has worked hard to sustain and develop the Welsh squad

Senior Women’s Group - Silver
Senior Women’s Pair - Gold

system and improve events.
Year on year, the participation and standard increases across Wales, ensuring that the

British NDP Finals
Grade 1 Women’s Pair - Bronze
Youth Mixed Pair - Silver
IDP Women’s Pair - Bronze

discipline moves forward in line with the progression of the sport to identify our future
athletes, coaches, clubs and the creation of an elite squad.
The panel has worked tirelessly to deliver both national and international events over the
past 12 months, from Gemau Cymru to the Alberhausen Cup in 2019. In April 2019, the Welsh
Acrobatic Squad travelled to Scotland to compete in the first ever Home Nations Competition
with excellent individual performances.
The senior women’s trio, Emily Stock, Katie Jenkins, and Hannah Jenkins were invited to train
with the British squad in January 2019. They were then selected to compete at the World Cup
in Belgium and made it through to the finals at their first ever GB International competition.
The girls have recently become British Senior Champions and have been selected for the
European Championships in Israel this October.
Lisa Thomas

Aerobic Gymnastics
Aerobic Gymnastics is well and truly growing its roots in Wales! The newly formed technical
panel decided to focus on growing and developing aerobic gymnastics in Wales, providing a
better understanding of the sport to non-aerobic discipline clubs and gymnasts.
Throughout the year, the technical panel has worked in collaboration with several clubs to
introduce the discipline in the form of workshops and open days. We offered a free workshop
aimed at sports leaders to encourage more clubs to introduce aerobic gymnastics to their
programme. The workshop demonstrated how aerobic gymnastics can seamlessly fit into a
non-aerobic gym, helping to retain gymnasts and give them a new path to success.
The Welsh Open Championships received an unprecedented number of entries from
clubs all over the country. Welsh Gymnastics will introduce a new IAC level of aerobic
gymnastics, which will allow non-aerobic clubs to gain an understanding, as well as a route
into aerobic gymnastics.
Whilst we work towards growing the discipline in Wales at grassroots level, the elite
gymnasts are not showing signs of slowing down. Jack Pridmore of Phoenix DGC became
the National Champion and won a silver pair medal with Ella Louise Pritchard at the British
Aerobic Championships.
At FIG Level, Molly Brown of Weston AGC competed in the fierce 15-17 age group,
qualifying in 8th place. Molly performed the routine of her life and judges awarded her with a
silver medal.
Shea Jones

Tumbling Gymnastics
Tumbling is growing rapidly in Wales, with new clubs attending and competing at all levels
throughout the domestic programme. Increased competitive opportunities across Wales

Competition Highlights
Welsh Championships

means that participation is growing from grassroots, through to the competition pathway.
This year, we saw the successful introduction of the Tumble League, a series of three

CCYC - accumulative championship
winning club 2018

competitions across Wales, allowing all gymnasts to gain competition experience whilst
earning cumulative points for their club.
We have continued to run a comprehensive workforce programme, introducing a tumbling
coach qualification and increasing the number of judging courses available across the region.
As a result, there are 15 newly qualified club judges.
2018-19 also saw the introduction of a new Welsh tumble squad, with Home Nations and
Regional Development squads giving over 35 individual gymnasts, six clubs and their coaches
the opportunity to train with our lead tumbling coaches, Rob Owen and Joshua Hunter.
Thirty-nine gymnasts qualified to represent Wales in the NDP Championships in Birmingham,
with several gymnasts making it through to the individual finals in Coventry.
The discipline will continue to develop a cohesive approach to improve both the structure
and opportunities available for tumbling in Wales offering gymnasts at all levels the ability
to compete.
Maria Gaynor

Team Gym
New to Welsh Gymnastics, TeamGym takes skills from other types of gymnastics and adds a
team element.
During the latter half of 2018, Welsh Gymnastics held its first TeamGym competition. The
competition was held in North Wales at our only custom-built TeamGym facility, Ruthin and
Denbigh Gymnastics Club, with four clubs and over 100 gymnasts from all over Wales. The
competition was a great success and helped to raise awareness of this fantastic discipline.
TeamGym is fast-moving and dynamic that encourages teamwork and allows young people to
showcase their skills whilst working as a team.
Gymnasts are asked to complete a tumbling routine, a vault using a trampette and a routine
on the trampette; in some competitions, gymnasts are also asked to compete in a group floor
routine, which unlike artistic gymnastics, follows a separate criterion.
A handbook, strategy and detailed work plan are all in the process of being developed.
Maria Gaynor

Regional NDP Individual Finals
Sam Kirby - NDP 2 Silver
Evan Kennedy - NDP 4 Silver
Luca Burgess Williams - FIG Development Silver
Alya Farnworth - FIG Development Silver
Peter Goldberg - FIG Development Silver

World Age Groups
Jade Evans - Silver
Megan Surman - Gold

